The iHelp+ 3G™ mPERS (mobile personal emergency
response system, or mobile medical alarm) is a reliable,
easy-to-use medical alarm device with superior
features and functions including:

Features & Functions
Lightweight - 1.5 ounces - comfortable to carry or wear.

Battery Status Indicator/Fully Supervised
Battery –Visual and audio indicator of battery status.

Durable - Shatter-resistant with rugged construction.

Battery indicator lights (and cellular strength indicator
light) surround the call button and will let you know when
the battery or cellular signal strength is low. The pendant
will also announce that the battery is low, and the unit
will notify the monitoring center as well. The monitoring
center will then report the low battery status back to you.

Small In Size - 2.5” x 1.8” x .67 - compact yet powerful.
Loud - Crystal clear audio quality - No need to hold to the
ear or mouth to listen or speak.
One-Touch Operation and Braille Button - Press
the button 2 seconds and the call is placed. Anti-cancel prevents cancelling the call if the button is pressed again. ‘Help’
in braille is written on the button as well for extra protection.

Protected Phone Number - Only the monitoring

Water-Resistant - Wear it in the bath or shower where

Wearable Remote Button - (comes with enhanced
kit). Small wearable button that communicates with the
smart charger, so there’s no need to wear the pendant.

most accidents occur.

center can call you on your protected phone number,
and this will ring your iHelp+. This will help to locate your
pendant in the event of misplacement.

3G Nationwide Coverage - Take it wherever
you go.

Special-Version Smart Charger/Docking
Station - (comes with enhanced kit). Speak and listen to

Voice Prompts - Lets you know the status of your call.Ex.

the operator directly through the smart charger/docking
station when the remote button is pressed.

Your emergency call is now being dialed, please stand by.

Direct GPS Location - Sends your position directly to
the monitoring center and/or a loved one.

Complete Accessories - Includes car charging
adaptor, power cable, breakaway neck lanyard, wrist strap,
and holster.

Fall Detection - Notifies the monitoring center/loved
ones if you fall.

Geo-Fencing - Notifies operator/friends/family if you are
near and/or step out of your pre-programmed ‘safe zone’.
Extended Battery Life - 72 Hour Use - For maximum
use between charges.

For more information,
contact your local dealer!

Warranty - One (1) year from purchase.

